
Jennifer Lopez Says Celebrity
Ex  Marc  Anthony  Predicted
They’d Marry When They First
Met

By Maggie Manfredi

In  the  latest  celebrity  news,  Jennifer  Lopez  tells  all!
According to UsMagazine.com, the super star and now author is
putting everything out there in new memoir True Love. Fans get
details on past relationships and loves, such as Ben Affleck,
Cris  Judd,  and  Marc  Anthony.  For  instance,  celebrity  ex
Anthony’s first words to the starlet were, “One day, you’re
going to be my wife.” A pretty impressive prophecy considering
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she dated multiple men before their marriage!

Hollywood  couples  sometimes  rush
into marriage, only to end up with
yet another celebrity ex. How can
you tell if you’ve really met The
One?

Cupid’s Advice: 

Have you been searching for a soul mate, a lover, The One?
Curious how you will know when you find them? Cupid has some
relationship advice to consider:

1. Mutual respect: Whether you prefer bluntness like Lopez’s
celebrity ex Anthony or a sweet, subtle sweep-off-your-feet
kind of romance, you have to feel respected. You also have to
give  respect  for  any  type  of  relationship  to  work.  With
respect comes admiration and then potentially love.

Related Link: Jessica Chastain Dishes On Not Dating Other
Stars

2.  Butterflies  and  warm  fuzzies:  It  is  important  to  get
excited and to feel it. Who knows if there really is such a
thing as “a spark,” but there is such a thing as feelings, and
tuning in to whether you truly have them is an important step.

Related  Link:  Jennifer  Lopez  Reveals  Ben  Affleck  Was  Her
“First Big Heartbreak”

3. Long-term potential: Being someone’s person means it’s much
more than a fling or an attractiveness. Even Hollywood couples
long  for  solidarity  in  their  whirwindish  lives.  You  are
supposed to be with this person for worse or for better,
through good and bad times. Make sure that The One you have
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chosen will love you, defend you, protect you, and laugh with
you.

Will you be reading JLo’s memoir? Comment below and share what
you think of the singer’s revelation and other love advice!


